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Project presentation 

The EU is a leader of global trade: in 2012, EU agriproduct exports reached a record high of 138 
billion €, 7% of all EU exports (European Commission, Monitoring EU Agri-Food Trade: 
Development until July 2019). Agriproducts represent 10.6% of intra-EU trade with internal 
market value of 372 Bn € (DG Agriculture and Rural Development, Farm Economics Unit, 
Statistical Factsheet 2019). 

Agriculture and the food related industries and services together provide almost 44 million jobs 
in the EU. The food production and processing chain accounts for 7.5% of employment and 3.7% 
of total value added in the EU (DG Agriculture and Rural Development, Agri-food trade in 2018: 
another successful year for agri-food trade) 

The food and drink industry is the EU’s biggest manufacturing sector in terms of jobs and value 
added. 

 The above calls for the pivotal role of retailers and distributors to add value through branding 
and marketing high quality EU agriproducts. This requires market intermediaries able to 
properly operate in global markets, both as suppliers and buyers of high quality EU agriproducts. 

At present there is no curricula in HEI to empower such market intermediaries with the set of 
knowledge and competences to tackle the challenges of ever-changing global markets for 
agriproducts. What is currently available are curricula that focus in a compartmentalised way 
only on one aspect of generalised agriproducts: students either study agronomy, or law for 
international trade, or marketing, etc. Such “silos” approach undermines the ability of the EU to 
maintain its global market share and enhance efficiencies of the Internal Market through better 
positioning of its products. 

There is the need to establish innovative curricula to educate professional intermediaries to 
properly position on both the supply (i.e. producers/sellers) and the demand side (i.e. 
international buyers) EU high quality agriproducts. 

S.M.a.R.T. will develop, test and validate and promote a 20 ECTS credit course based on a 
balanced mixture of classroom, e-learning, game-based learning and WBL, embedded in the 
current educational offer of 4 HEIs in 4 Countries, which will be promoted and maintained for at 
least three years after the end of funding. During the project at least 80 students (20 per 
country) will be directly involved in the course. 
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Check-up methodology 

The company check-up model will be tested with the piloting students for fine-tuning, allowing 
the acquisition of organic and analytical knowledge of the commercial performance of SMEs in 
the agri-food sector in partner territorial contexts, in terms of results, turnover, margins, 
focusing the field of analysis on the following areas: 

 
• Technological and commercial corporate know-how 
• Communication and relationships with key customers 
• Reference market and commercial networks 
• Articulation of commercial processes 
• Methods and criteria used 
• Profitable and competitive performance 
• Monitoring and reporting systems 

 
Company check-ups are a planned activity for confirming the practicality of established 
solutions, materials, and methodologies. Students will make contact with companies to see if 
the OER knowledge that has been generated and shared is accurate and up to date. Students 
will also examine how well the program's solutions and parts are implemented in modern 
businesses, particularly in the small and medium-sized business agri-food sector. 

Students inspect companies using a questionnaire and then deliver a report to the Partners. This 
study will include a diagnosis of the practice's tackling the challenges of ever-changing global 
markets for agriproducts. Students will have the opportunity to submit new ideas for better 
positioning of companies’ products and compare them to the largely conservative realities of 
business practitioners. Academics from the Consortium will also prepare a set of 
recommendations based on this report. 

 

Procedure 

To keep track of the check-up process actions there will be organized two main groups of tasks: 

 

1. Preparation 

A group of students (4-8 students for one SME) supervised by a tutor will be assigned to 
organizations from the agri-food sector in each Partner Country. Groups analyse businesses and, 
based on their findings, provide recommendations to owners on how to better position their 
products and identify new business opportunities. There will also be a chance to assess one's 
readiness to start a new business. 

Questionnaires containing questions and all other references to the project's topics will be 
developed. The purpose of this questionnaire is to determine how relevant the project's content 
is to the business realities and how it is used in the SME agri-food sector. 
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2. Implementation 

The implementation includes the different phases of the activities that support the students to 
the report creation as follow. 

Phase Activity Description Who 
1 Desk research Collect information about company 

and sector 
Students 

2 Sending survey Use the online questionnaire 
(Google Form) 

Students + advisor 

3  Analyse the result of 
questionnaire 

Meeting with the advisor Students + advisor 

4 Interview Face to face or call conference (use 
the protocol) 

Students  

5 Output - Quantitative analysis using the 
results of the on-line form 
dashboard 

- Qualitative analysis using the 
result of Face-to-Face interviews 

Students  

6 Report Share the report with the advisor Students + advisor 

 

Criteria for Companies selection in Agri-food sector: 

- SME in farming and/or food processing 
- Active export activities or willingness to sell abroad 
- NOT distributors and retailers 

 

Company roles to be involved: 

• CEO/Owner of the company 
• Sales manager/director 
• Export manager 
• Marketing manager 

 

The check-up tools are divided in three parts:  

• First: desk research using secondary data, surfing internet, visiting web site and 
company information 

• Second: a questionnaire that will be delivered online  
• Third:  either F2F or remote (using a web conferencing platform) interview.  

The survey will converge into the questionnaire that must be completed online by the 
companies through the Google Form. The on-line form is divided in 4 Sections:  

• Section 1. Understanding company business and requirements 
• Section 2. Personal selling 
• Section 3. International sales management/export 
• Section 4. Understanding the economics of agri-food sector 
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The questions are in Part I – On Line Questionnaire. 

Students have to collect the resulting information from the questionnaire and analyse them to 
conduct the interviews with the companies’ representatives.  

Students interview can be a personal interview in company premise or a personal interview in 
university facility or a call conference meeting, they must ask for an NDA agreement.  

Interview can either be anonymous or nor (Student must ask). 

The counsel to conduct the personal interview is held in Part II – Face to face protocol. 

 

How to conduct the Face-to-Face interviews? 

 

At the end, the report delivered by Students should include the following elements at least: 

• State of the art (desk research) 
• The methodology 
• Findings (results of the online questionnaire and F2F interview) 
• Recommendations 
• References 
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Part I  -  On-line questionnaire 

 

Privacy disclaimer 

The information provided by you is collected in connection with the project implemented in the 
EU Programme ERASMUS+ KA2 – S.MaR.T. - Sales Management and Relationships for Trade, 
2020-1-ES01-KA203-082116, coordinated by Universidad Rovira I Virgili (Spain), and name of 
your institution  as the Consortium Partner. 

Due to the Consortium's concern for the right to confidentiality of the data provided, I kindly ask 
you to select the option related to the scope of data protection you want, which you will provide 
in the online questionnaire and during the in-depth interview that will follow. These results will 
be included in the final report prepared by the group of Students, which will be the one of the 
project results. 

 

Please check the appropriate box or, where relevant, specify your answer: 

The final report may be accessible to the public.   
The final report may be accessible to the public, but with a coded company 
name. 

 

The final report may only be used for the purpose of completing the course 
for the S.MaR.T. project and presenting the project results of the 
Managing Agency. 

 

Other (please enter) ...........................................   

 

Section 1. Understanding company business and requirements 

The first Section of this tool is the general analysis of the company’s business. It is the starting 
point for any type of strategic reasoning and arises from the in-depth study of the resources 
(current and potential) and needs of the company and the market. 

The objective of this first phase is to focus on the typical activities of the organization, how it 
has organized its strategy and which relationships it maintains with its partners and customers. 

 

Market and demand 

1. Your role in the Enterprise 

Your role in the organisation Choose 
CEO/Owner of the company  
Sales manager/director  
Export manager  
Marketing manager  
Other  
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2. Your main activity of the company is: 

Type of business Choose one option 
Farming  
Food processing  

Agri-food trade  

Other: 
....................................... 

 

Type of products 

Arable crops  

Milk and dairy products  

Meat products  

Specialised crops  

Wine and beverages  

Animal food & feeds  

Other: 
....................................... 

 

 

 

3. Your customer is: 

Type of the customer 
Make 

2 choices 
Trade / dealer  
Retail chain  

Manufacturer  

Other  

 

Domestic    % 

International   % 

 

4. Please refer to the following statements: 

Statement Yes Don’t know No 
The sector in which the company 
operates is growing now. 

   

We expected the sector will growth 
in next three years. 

   

The company is able to easily 
respond to a growing demand. 
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Competitive resources 

5. To what extent  listed communication tools are used in your company: 

Marketing tools: Not at all To a small 
extent  

To a 
moderate 

extent 

To a great 
extent 

To a very 
great 

extent 

I don’t 
know 

Website       

Email       

Social media       

Word of mouth       

Print collateral        

Internet advertising       

Direct mail       
TV, radio and/or print 
ads 

      

SEO       
Tradeshows and /or 
conferences  

      

 

Distribution Channel 

6. Indicate, please, to what extent the following distribution channels matters in your 
company: 

Sales channels Not at all To a small 
extent  

To a 
moderate 

extent 

To a great 
extent  

To a very 
great 

extent 

I don’t 
know  

Door-to-door Sales       

Own store       

Courier or Post Office 
Sales 

      

Telemarketing Sales       

Direct Online Selling       

 (own example) 
      

      

Direct mail       
TV, radio and/or print 
ads 
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Sales channels Not at all To a small 
extent  

To a 
moderate 

extent 

To a great 
extent  

To a very 
great 

extent 

I don’t 
know  

Indirect channels 

Retailers (big)       
Small or independent 
Retailers 

      

HORECA (hotel, 
Restaurant and 
catering) 

      

Importers/Exporters 
Trading company 

      

 (own example) 
      

      

 

Sales force 

7. My sales force is mostly: 

Sales force 
Domestic market International market 

Yes No Yes No 

Direct (own sales force)     

Indirect (external sale 
force) 

    

 

8. My sales force is composed of the following number of people: 

1 – 5    6 – 20    21 – 50    51 – 100    >100    

 

9. Please, refer to the statements:  

Sales force Not at all Slightly Moderately Fairly Completely 
In our company, the sales force is 
mostly single leader. 

     

In our company, the sales force is 
diversified. 

     

In our company, the number of sales 
forces has increased in last three years. 

     

In our company, there is small turnover 
in sales force. 

     

In our company, sales force is 
responsible for majority of my 
turnover. 

     

In our company , my current design of 
the sales force guarantees optimal 
geographical and market coverage. 
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Section 2. Personal selling 

The questions in this Section apply to: Sales Process in B2B agri-food sector, key competencies 
for selling and personal communication in a selling process. 

 

10. To what extent the following statement reflect your sales planning?  

Sales planning Not at all To a small 
extent  

To a 
moderate 

extent 

To a 
great 

extent  

To a very 
great 

extent 

I don’t 
know  

Our company has an 
adequate sales plan. 

      

Every salesperson has a 
sales plan assigned. 

      

The sales plan includes 
criteria other than the 
value of the generated 
contracts. 

      

The plans are formally 
written down. 

      

 

11. How do you create the Value Proposition? For each item related to Value Proposition 
indicate, to what extent it is practices in your company. 

Value Proposition Not at all To a small 
extent 

To a 
moderate 

extent 

To a 
great 

extent 

To a very 
great 

extent 

I don’t 
know 

Our salespersons know 
how to identify customers’ 
needs. 

      

Our salespersons know 
how to find out client’s 
motivations. 

      

Our company shows IT in 
our offers and information 
messages. 

      

The features of our product 
and customer benefits are 
related in every message. 

      

Customer's financial 
benefit of company’s 
solution (ROI) can easily be 
determined. 
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List please, 5 the most important features of your product:  

1.      

2.      

3.      

4.      

5.      

List please, 5 business benefits that the customer will get by buying your product:  

1.      

2.      

3.      

4.      

5.      

 

12. To what extent are the elements of client awareness present in your mind? 

Client awareness elements Not at all To a small 
extent 

To a 
moderate 

extent 

To a 
great 

extent  

To a very 
great 

extent 

I don’t 
know  

We know who we are selling 
to. 

      

We are aware of the criteria 
for selecting potential clients 
(e.g. the amount of 
revenues, form of 
ownership, size of 
employment, location, 
financial condition, 
management culture, ...) 

      

We can value criteria for 
selecting potential clients. 

      

We know who we should not 
sell to. 
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13. Please indicate to what extent you use sales  methodology elements in your daily 
routines? 

Sales methodology Not at all To a small 
extent  

To a 
moderate 

extent 

To a 
great 

extent  

To a very 
great 

extent 

I don’t 
know 

We know the actual 
decision maker. 

      

We know the right 
addressee - function, level 
in the organisation, 
responsibility. 

      

We know how to reach the 
right addressee. 

      

We have a plan to get 
around the doormen 
(gatekeeper). 

      

We know why the 
customer should talk to us. 

      

 

14. To what extent the following statements about forecasting the sales are true for your 
practice? 

 
Forecasting components 

Not at all To a small 
extent  

To a 
moderate 

extent 

To a great 
extent 

To a very 
great 

extent 

I don’t 
know 

The timeframe in which 
the contract will be 
signed.  

      

We have information 
about clients’ funding. 

      

We know customer’s 
purchasing process. 

      

We know who signs the 
contract. 

      

We know who approves 
the contract. 

      

We know if customer has 
an alternative. 

      

We know the 
competition's offer. 
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15. In the statements below measurement of sales activities is described. Please indicate, 
to what extent the following statements describe company’s measurement of sales 
effectiveness routines/steps/state of the art. 

Measurement of sales 
effectiveness Not at all To a small 

extent  

To a 
moderate 

extent 

To a great 
extent  

To a very 
great 

extent 

I don’t 
know 

Sellers know their sales 
plan (amounts). 

      

Sellers know how to 
achieve the plan. 

      

Sales forecasts are 
regularly reported. 

      

Sales forecasting rules 
are clear. 

      

The forecasts are 
regularly verified. 

      

Sales process is defined.       
Each phase of the sales 
cycle is clearly defined. 
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Section 3. International agri-food sales management/export 

The third Section contains questions relating to: cross-cultural competence for sales, 
international marketing and sales strategy and challenges of the international channel 
management. 

 

16. The following statements refer to the assessment of the cross-cultural competences of 
the sales team. For each listed cross-cultural competence indicate to what extent it is 
present in your company among sales team members. 

Cross-cultural competences 
in agri-food sector Not at all To a small 

extent  

To a 
moderate 

extent 

To a 
great 

extent  

To a very 
great 

extent 

I don’t 
know 

Respect  for other cultures.       
Ability to function 
effectively in another 
culture. 

      

Demonstrated sensitivity to 
the affective processes of 
different cultures. 

      

Clear communication in the 
language of the main 
business partners’ cultures. 

      

Maintaining active social 
relationships within the 
cultural groups. 

      

 

17. Please, indicate the importance/significance of the following categories of international 
sales performance for your sales team 

Categories of International 
sales performance Not at all Slightly Moderately  Fairly Very 

important 
I don’t 
know 

Role Perception       

Aptitude       

Competence Level       

Motivation       

Personal Factors       

Organizational and 
Environmental Variables 
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18. In your international agri-food channel management, which items are the most 
relevant? Rank the listed items by relevance (1 is the most relevant and 4 is the least 
relevant) 

Factors Rank 1-5 
Consumer preferences    
Cost   
Brand    
Localisation   
Other:        

 

 

19. How well the listed trends in international channel management reflect the practice of 
your company? 

Trends in international agri-
food channel management Not at all Slightly Moderately  Fairly  Completely I don’t 

know 

Increased customer focus       

E-commerce to complement 
sales teams 

      

Enable social selling       
Robust channel partner 
programs 
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Section 4. Understanding the economics of agri-food sector 

The questions in the fourth Section relate to: the agri-food industry in the EU, the EU agri-food 
trade and international policy and challenges of the global agri-food system. 

 

20. To what extent data from the website of the European Commission “Trade and 
international policy analysis” is used in your activities ? 

Sets of data Not at all To a small 
extent 

To a 
moderate 

extent 

To a great 
extent 

To a very 
great 

extent 

I don’t 
know 

Monitoring EU agri-
food trade  

      

Monitoring agri-trade 
policy 

      

Trade statistics       

Studies       

Related links       

 

21. Agri-food Data Portal of the European Commission provides data on national and 
European agriculture and common agricultural policy. To what extent do you use the 
sets of data from this Portal? 

Sets of data Not at all To a small 
extent 

To a 
moderate 

extent 

To a 
great 

extent 

To a very 
great 

extent 

I don’t 
know 

Market data on national and 
European agriculture 

      

CAP indicators to help 
measure and capitalise on 
the performance of the 
common agricultural policy 

      

Economic reports on EU 
farming, based on data from 
the Farm Accountancy Data 
Network  

      

Links to access the Member 
States’ geoportals that 
publish spatial data collected 
in the context of the 
Integrated administration 
and control system 

      

Information on the financial 
aspects, how much money is 
spent on market measures, 
direct support and rural 
development over the years 
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22. Which trends in agri-food business are the most felt in your business? 

Please, rank the following items 1 meaning the most felt and 5 meaning the least felt 
trend in your company. 

Trends Rank 1-5 
Focus on health   
Technology affecting consumer behaviour   
Alternative proteins   
Waste reduction   
New flavours and experiences   

 

23. How relevant are the challenges for your company? Please, indicate on a scale from  not 
at all, slightly, moderately fairly fully, completely. 

Challenges Not at all Slightly Moderately Fairly fully Completely I don’t 
know 

Sustainable farming       

Food security       

Food safety       

Healthy nutrition       

Sustainable farming       
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Part II  -  Face-to-Face protocol  

 

Student’s INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE PERSONAL INTERVIEW 

Since the questionnaire is a rigid tool with several lists and several closed questions, it is often 
difficult to explain in an “natural way” (albeit in a general way) the main characteristics of the 
company.  

Students will consult with the Partner’s tutor in order to define which aspects of the survey need 
further investigation. The student is advised to proceed with the manager to search out the 
unclear/necessary for in depth aspects of the questionnaire.  

The following are some suggestions to help the student to ask the right questions and to direct 
the conversation to the right reflections during the face-to-face interview to be carried out in 
the phase of the check-ups. 

The interviews have mainly three objectives: 

1) Stimulate the conversation with the manager in order to obtain useful information to 
understand the business characteristics:  

• How is the company structured?  

• What is reference market and commercial networks? 

• What are their needs for effective operation in sales?  

• What is the technological and commercial corporate know-how?  

• How are maintained communication and relationships with key customers? 

• What are methods and criteria used? 

• How is measured profitable and competitive performance? 

• How are the results monitored? 

2) Study and investigate the main problems/opportunities: what have generated them? 
What kind of actions the organization must do to resolve them? 

3) Understand areas for improvement: are there activities towards agri-food trade that the 
company hasn’t carried out? Are there activities to be improved? Which is the best way 
to manage the emerged problems concerning their strategic paths to improve 
commercial processes? 

 

It is important to focus on the questions that the respondent has not been able to answer and/or 
on the negative indicators that could emerge as an answer to the questions. Students should 
ask for insights and try to bring out the causes that have generated the latter. By doing so, it will 
be easier to identify the problems and thus circumscribe the areas of hypothetical improvement.  

It is important to get deeper into the company’s training programs for improving commercial 
processes. During this phase, in fact, it will be possible to present the S.MaR.T. project. 
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Content of the report 

(word file format provided) local language or English 

 

1. Cover Page (students’ data) 

2. List of report content 

3. State of art (desk research – web site of the company, press, description of the 
market) 

4. Methodology (1 or 2 sentence – ½ page) 

5. Findings 

6. Recommendation 

7. References 
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